Semifinal loss

KSJS is growing up

Spartans tie for third in PCAA tourney

New general manager has big plans for SJSU’s campus radio station
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KSJS seeks
county OK to
move signal

Easy rider

By Amy L. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
Pending county approval. KSJS
may be able to move its transmitter
from the university to higher grounds.
The request for the estimated
570,1100 move was submitted to the
Santa Clara County Park and Recreations Department last week by Stanley Baran. SJSU Theatre Arts Department chairman. The request responds
to guidelines and criteria for use of
county park land.
"Everything is in place," Baran
said. "All we need is for someone to
say yes.’’
The station requested use of
county land at Big Coyote Mountain in
San Jose to erect an 80-foot tower and
house the transmitter in an existing
structure at the site. Baran said.
KSJS’s transmitter is currently on top

Mike Burke, right, a junior in photography, tions graduate student, watch mechanical enand Patricia Dasenport, a mass communica- gineering senior Mark Horsing demonstrate

John Dwus -- Daily staff photographer
nest year’s Mechanical Engineering Depart ment’s "Human -Powered Vehicle."

SJSU engineering students test
newfangled bicycle on campus
By Marj Martin
Daily staff writer
The strange vehicle cruising around campus
really is a hike. but what a difference.
It’s not just a fancy tnotocross hike. The
bike’s builders believe it is the beginning of another successful season for SJSU’s Human -Powered Vehicle crew .
The annual competition of human -powered
vehicles, to he held in April. is sponsored by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. The
contest is a favorite with SJSU’s Mechanical Engineering Department and km- a good reason.
SJSU’s unsponsored. volunteer team has always placed well in the competition. Earlier this
year. it took first place over 18 colleges and universities. including Universitv of California at
Berkeley . California Polytechnic State University
at San Luis Obispo. University of California at
Davis, Oregon State University and South Dakota
School of Mines. But the competition takes its
toll. said Mark nursing. an engineering senior.
More than 10 mechanical engineering stu-

’The contest is a favorite with
SJSU’s Mechanical
Engineering Department.’
Mark Buesing.
Engineering Senior
dents have contributed almost 300 hours to the research and construction of the prototype being
tested on campus. Buesing said.
Before the actual racing cycle for the 1987
season is completed. almost MOO hours of volunteer labor will have been contributed, he said.
SJSU’s previous success is important in gaining future donations of time and money, Buesing
said. This year’s winning machine received more
than 5500 from SJSU’s faculty and alumni alone.
he said.
Next year, the mechanical engineers want to
take two racing hikes .this year’s winning cycle
and the new, improved 1987 model
to Reno for
the April competition. Buesing said.

The racers have already been given 513.000
worth of carbon graphite fabric which will be used
to form the ultra -light shells of the machines and
plastic material for the molds. However, they still
need money or materials to manufacture them.
Two high -priority items on their need list are
an oven to melt the resin -based fabric and a tool to
cut it, Buesing said. They also want donations of
space-age hike parts.
Buesing said the team will take a van or truck
to the two-day show at Reno, trying to hold down
expenses, hut they will also need about $500 for
traveling expenses.
The Mechanical Engineering Department will
he riding high. expecting an overall win at the Intercollegiate Human-Powered Vehicle meet held
at Chico in the spring.
Antoine Grammara, a mechanical engineering senior, placed first in the men’s division of
the roadway section --- which resembles momand second in the sprint seccross on asphalt
tion. Debbie Patton. a mechanical engineering seSee BIKE. back page

Adopt a tot
Queries about children to be answered
By Paula Ray (7hristiansen
Daily staff writer

This week is National Adoption
Week and Rappaport will try to provide answers to questions students
Giving up a child is not an easy
may have who are considering adoptdecision and choosing to adopt a child
up a child, he said.
emotionally and fi- ing or giving
can he costly
A seminar will he held from noon
nancially. Independent adoption oilers
to 1:15 p.m. today in the Student
new alternatives for people who find
Union Costanoan Room. said Oscar
themselves in either position.
Battle, health educator of SJSU Health
Bruce Rappaport. vice president Services.
"With increases in births of unof The Independent Adoption Center
in Pleasant Hill, will .he on campus wanted children, child abuse, runaway
children and steri ity, it behooves us to
today working with Health Services.
he aware of alternatives to this unpregnanwanted
cies." Battle said.
The free seminar is also recommended for counsocial
selors.
By Len Gutman
workers and other
Daily start writer
professionals in the
Although the SJSU athletic department received
health field, he
3,08) tickets for the California Bowl. only 700 will he
said.
going on sale to students and faculty, according to
The IndepenRich Chew. SJSU associate athletic director.
dent Adoption CenThe tickets, to be sold on a first -come, first ter provides an alserved basis, go up for grabs at 10 a.m. today at the
ternative approach
Associated Students Business Office in the Student
for parents who are
Union.
frustrated with the
See TICKETS, back page
agency system or

Only 700 tickets
on sale for bowl

who are emotionally exhausted by the
"seemingly endless" process of adoption. Rappaport said.
"One-third of women under 21
choose abortion over adoption. twotheir
keep
to
choose
thirds
child . . . which is crazy." he said.
women
It is crazy because these
give up career opportunities or schooling and opt for a life on welfare or a
lifestyle that is not conducive to either
child or parent. Rappaport said.
"On the other side, one out of
five couples in the United States are
infertile . . this opens up enormous
alternatives for both sides if they are
brought together." Rappaport said.
SJSU Health Services is not endorsing the center, but is helping it introduce a new option to students who
may he or may find themselves in a situation where they can use these services. he said.
Independent adoption differs
from agency adoption not only in procedures, but in the children that are
represented. Rappaport said.
"Our focus is on children with
special needs because they are handicapped or older, on couples who want
children but have become hopeless,
See ADOPTION, back page

of Wahlquist Library North.
Trie transmitter move would not
increase the station’s power, but
would boost broadcast distance and
sound reproduction.
Because of the increasing amount
of construction of high-rise buildings
in downtown San Jose, the station’s
signal is weak, said David Yohn,
KSJS general manager. Since Wahlquist Library North is only six stories
high. any building taller than that will
block the station’s signal, he said.
The station cannot boost its
power to overcome the high-rises, or
the signal would interfere with nearby
San Jose International Airport, Baran
said.
The transmitter move would
allow KSJS to compete with other
See KSJS. bark page

Spartan Shops
donates $275,000
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Shops board of directors finalized plans Friday to give
more than 5275.0(8) in unallocated
surplus funds to construction of the
Student Union Recreation and Events
Center.
The hoard voted unanimously to
allocate $275.737 to pay for various
areas of Rec Center development.
Board member Connie Sauer outlined
the specific purposes for the funding in
a payment agreement that will he filed
with the CSU chancellor’s office:
5.55,0(8)
Exterior planters
$49,000
Masonry fence
533.000
Acoustics
Roll -up grilles 532.000
51(16.737
Theatrical lighting
All work except the theatrical
lighting will he done by Roebbelen
Engineering, the main Rec Center contractor. The contractor for the lighting
has not been selected.
Sauer. also the university’s academic executive vice president of business affairs, told the hoard that these
plans to fund the Rec Center were
made a few months ago. She said the
formal payment agreement was required by the chancellor’s office and
that Spartan Shops will pay the Cali -

FA Zant
. . .

Spartan Shark
general manager

fornia State University hoard of trustees when invoices for the work are received.
"A large percentage of unallocated surplus was set aside for the Rec
Center." she said. "The (surplus)
committee will meet again in February
to discuss whether to allocate again."
Spartan Shops has a heavy surSee SURPLUS, back page

Safety report being withheld,
Spartan City spokesman says
By Brian Eedrow
Daily staff writer
Spartan City Families Association spokesman Leo
Johnson said a document being used to force closure of the
complex is being withheld from his group by university officials.
Johnson said the families association task force has
been repeatedly turned down in its request for a safety report by university police Chief Lew Schatz. The task force
includes five members of the Associated Students hoard of
directors.
Johnson said Schatz and Robert Martin, SJSU dean of
student services, have both declared the safety report confidential.
"It’s strange that a public institution has a public document that no one can see," Johnson said. "(By hiding it)
they’re implying that the closure isn’t for a safety reason."
Schatz said yesterday what he sent to the executive
vice president was not a report. hut a confidential memo
about liability concerns. He declined further comment.
Johnson said the task force is looking into whether
SJSU is violating public information laws by withholding
the report.
"Whatever these things are they’re hiding have to he
made public," he said. "Let us know the situation we’re
living in."
Johnson said the August 1988 closing date means
there’s no immediate danger.
"We don’t mind them tearing the place down for the
liability as long as they have an alternative for us." Johnson
said.
University Housing Director Willie Brown said the
memo did have an impact on Spartan City’s closure, hut it’s
not in his power to distribute a confidential memo to apart-

’Whatever these things arc they’re
hiding have to be made public.’
Leo Johnson
Spartan City spokesman
ment residents.
Though the memo has been withheld. Johnson said the
administration has made some positive changes in its position since the original closure letter was distributed to the
250 Spartan City residents Oct. 3 I :
Families will not he moved from one building to another to make way for demolition.
No buildings will he torn down while families live at
Spartan City.
Residents can stay at Spartan City until August
1988. even if they have graduated from SJSU.
Johnson said he is disappointed President Gail Fullerton has yet to make a positive statement about family student housing since the closure announcement.
The 100-unit complex is the last married and single.
parent housing in the California State University system.
"She’s still discriminating against students who happen to have children," he said. "She still refuses to communicate with us.’’
University spokesman Dick Staley said the administration has been fair.
’’She (Fullerton) has a great deal of concern for the individuals at Spartan City," he said. "In the closure letter,
See SPARTAN CITY. hark page
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Refugees in for rude awakening
A Vietnamese magazine recently reported that 2 mil
lion 01 its country’s people plan to emigrate to our country
250,01X) to Santa Clara County . Welcome.
Figures from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development indicate there are currently more than 15,00(t
homeless in Santa Clara County. 65 percent of which arc
Families.
The waiting list for subsidized housing is up to 8,000
and there are only about 6,000 HUD subsidized units in the
county
all of them are filled.
There is a five-year wait to get into these units and thc
annual vacancy rate is about 3 percent.
Of the approximately 1,065 units listed for rent in the
San Jose Mercury News, only I() percent go for $450 per
month or less.
"America" may as well he a synonym for "emigrate."
When people in foreign countries say. "I think I’m
going to emigrate" they may as well say. "I think I’m
going to America.
America. the United States, is a nation built strong by
the qualities brought to it from its diverse population. Immigrams are the building blocks of
the country. This is good. Every
nation has a specialty. a quality of
its own, something to offer. But how is the United States
going to continue its open door policy when it cannot even
house the people already here?
Many oF the immigrants to our country speak little
English, have no money, are poor and tired.
Maybe the tablet on the Statue of Liberty needs to he
amended.
"Give me your tired, your poor" should read. "If
you’re going to give me your tired, your poor. send ’em
along with enough dough to get them situated so that they
don’t steal the extra -thin sliced bread we’re already serving
the impoverished souls that came an last week . . . and
teach ’em how to say "thank you" in English."
It the United States is going to continue its policy of
allowing people to enter the country, which is what makes
our country unique, it is going to have to develop some
guidelines.
When foreigners leave their sandy shores to build

Opinion

Paula Ray
Christiansen
on ours.
should be supported
at least or a
limited time
by their own government. After all, they are
not citizens just by pulling the boat ashore
they are still
connected to the apron strings of their own mother country
until they have proven their allegiance to ours.
Immigrants should he required to speak at least a limited amount 01 English. Our official language is English - this was decided centuries ago, so this is not a prejudiced
statement, it is merely a fact. If an American chose to emigrate to France he or she would have to learn some French
in order to survive . So be it here.
Finally. a limited amount of education and proof of
self-sufficiency should he required. The government is already supporting too many people who lose the initiative to
support themselves once Social Security steps in.
Santa Clara County’s homeless are living in boxes
under bridges and roaming the streets until early morning.
They are too tired to consider anything beyond their
poverty and too poor to afford what it takes to initiate their
own way out of their maddening cycle.
They have lost their self-respect as the sand that
formed their castle now fills the hourglass that ticks away at
the lack of product’s ity in their never-ending days.
It’s too easy to just leave the doors w tile open for any
and everybody to conic as they please.
Everyone knows what happens when tree shows are
given for the unlimited public and tree food, clothing in
prizes are there Fur the taking.
The food runs out, the clothes are seen on the hacks ol
a chosen lew and the prizes are simply plastic promises
found in stale loves it Crackci lack
casi ft’s

San Carlos: a pain in the asphalt
The city ot San Jose has made sure that SJSU will con
tinue to he like a magician’s assistant
cut in half.
By voting 7-4 against the downgrading of East San
Carlos Street. the San Jose City Council has effectively told
the university to stop pestering it with street closure pleas
for four years.
The lack of support for the closure shown by students
and faculty made the council members’ decision a natural
and good one. The bottom line is
that not enough people cared one
way or the other - which is niti
unusual tor the SJSU community. But President Gail Fut
lerton has several options she might not have thought about
to keep drivers from terrorizing pedestrians crossing San
Carlos Street:
Close the street off anyway and post armed militia
and tanks at strategic campus entrances with orders to obliterate cars and city council members who try to break
through. So what it the SJSU becomes a police state’? It
would he better than what many apathetic SJSU students are
in now
a catatonic state.
Build a dome over the campus to shield students,
laculty and stall from cars, noise and pollution. Besides
making a great greenhouse, the dome would cover those pedestrian malls that Fullerton always talks about building
hut no one has ever seen.
Make San Carlos Street between Fourth and 10th
streets a giant parking lot tree -kw -all so no Hattie can get
through. Students could simply pull onto campus and abandon their cars wherever they want, though the parking office would probably weep if Fullerton told them not to give
tickets.
Pick up the university and leave in the middle of the
night, taking the six -block strip of road to he closed as well.
They can’t keep it open if they don’t have it.
Fullerton is not likely to try any of these extreme tactics and will he forced to accept her campus as being divided.
Dormies will continue to dodge vehicles. cruising at a
less -than -scary 30 mph through SJSU. Sweeney Hall students will still only have partial notes from missing parts of
lecture due to large trucks roaring down San Carlos. Bus
fumes will forever sting our eyes and offend our noses

Brian
Fedrow

Opinion

ehousands of-

years

ago, Moseq led
his people from +he
tyranny of Eaipt

But the people
became discontent,
and were pla9ued
with violence.

P
Don’t we have
pressing problems than these’?
Any urbanized campus, SJSU included, has problems
associated with a dense population crime, noise. traffic
nowhere to grow.
If SJSU were located in the hills of the suburbanized
Almaden Valley in South San Jose. Fullerton might have
seclusion, no cars, students on bikes
her campus nirvana
peddling along winding trails, birds chirping, blue skies and
happiness all the time.
Come hack to reality, Mrs. President.
Closing ott one street isn’t going to solve the problems
it a ilow ntiiv.n university that has built a record of procrastination
Promises about converting closed sections of Seventh
and Ninth streets into well -landscaped malls have been broken. SJSU only goes to the city when it wants something to
benefit it. The university and the city have built a love-hate
relationship that the San Carlos issue will only inflame even
more.
Our concerns should he with the quality of academia at
SJSU, not the cosmetic inadequacies it has. Instead of
spending time and money on studies and efforts to fight
about a strip of asphalt, scholarships and programs to better
the minds of students would have been a more beneficial expenditure.
We should stop thinking about trivial street closures to
better our own immediate area and figure out how to get
people to care about coming here to study.
If and when the street is closed. SJSU will he Fullerton’s grandiose vision of a "unified campus."
In the meantime. use the crosswalks

But The people
became d scontent
and w ere pun%s’ned
by God

-This year, Pictuino
led her people
From +he -tyranny
of’ Marcos.

Years later, Gandhi
led his people Prom
+he + yranny of En9lancl
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Letters to the Editor

OR -rwo!

Campus Comments

Professor provides another view
Editor.
This letter is in response to Paula Ray Christiansen’s
opinion article. "Young Gilroy driver deserves mercy in
bikers’ deaths" (Oct. 29). Reporter Christiansen presented
her views on both the accident and the situation the driver of
the car, Katherine Ann Miller. now faces. I want to offer
about Ms. Miller’s trip through Gildifferent points ot v
roy. her remorse as punishment and society’s response.
Reporter Christiansen biases her article by devising the
mental picture of a young lady . casually driving along a familiar road, who is temporarily (one or two seconds. reporter Christiansen estimates) distracted as she impulsO ely
grabs for a cassette tape.
Iler car swerves out of control: One cyclist is hit, the
driver panics, three more cyclists are hit. Having created
such a favorable setting. can anyone not feel that reporter
Christiansen’s driver would be miscast as a villain? Let me
substitute another, equally plausible, story and then readdress my question.
Suppose Ms. Miller (our 18 -year-old driver) has indulged herself in a previous activity that day and is hurriedly driving along the highway in order to recapture already -lost time. She reaches for a cassette tape with one
hand, and while leaning over, checks her hairstyle in the
rear-view mirror She may- or may not have at least one
hand on the steering wheel as the car swerves out of control.
Because her speed and lack of attention have removed all
margins tor a corrective reaction, she crashes into the lour
cyclists as though they were one. Now, are we to cry about
the cruel fate of Ms. Miller?
Admittedly, killing four people shouldn’t he the automatic consequence of engaging in a few typical deviations
from perfect vehicle control. But, at the least. Ms Millers
situation looks different to me when couched in my terms
instead of reporter Christiansen’s. Neither one in its may be
right. My point is that Ms. Miller could have contributed
avoidable negligence and not been, simply, "along for the
as reporter Christiansen’s scenario suggests.
ride"
After hypothetically re-enacting the Gilroy events. reporter Christiansen inquires about Ms. Miller’s punishment
of living with the accident, and whether it may he greater
than the punishment imposed by the law. To that I say .
"Who knows how much remorse (punishment) Ms. Miller
feels now, or in the future?’’ How do we determine her remorse’? Do we assign to her our grief, were we in her place’
Although reporter Christiansen argues that Ms. Miller
will have to live with her grief for the rest of her life. conceivably. Ms. Miller may he too brash and immature to be
burdened by grief or guilt. Assuming no remorse and no
legal response. Ms. Miller could walk away emotionally
and legally free. Though not a lawyer. I believe one intent
of the law is to impose nominally equal discomfort for illegal behavior, i.e.. let’s step hack from trying to calculate
her supposed remorse and prosecute her for breaking the
law.
Since age has been introduced as a factor in Ms. Miller’s presumed remorse, suppose she had been older say
78 years old. Should we then apply the full extent of the law
because. at 78. she probably wouldn’t suffer from her personal remorse - however great for very long? Would
that he consistent with equality under the law?
Reporter Christiansen ends her article by asking all of
us to face the reality of Ms. Miller’s self-imposed life sentence. My feeling on this is that society (to the extent I can
express a collective view) tries to avoid these realities by
having laws which, although they punish, are also intended
to modify human behavior.
The awareness and anticipation of uncomfortable consequences educate us to pad our behavior accordingly,
building into our lives a multitude of protective devices to
insure the orderly and legal flow of our daily actions.
If we waive the application of the law, we dilute society’s messages about carefulness, the reciprocal nature of our
shared existence, and individual responsibility three
messages, among many. that Ms. Miller may, yet, have
missed.
In summary, reporter Christiansen puts the hest light
on Ms. Miller’s involvement in this tragedy, asks us to treat
our reaction as an exception to the law, and seeks to exonerate Ms. Miller from being accountable to society’s efforts to
encompass us all.
To me. the article is one-sided and perhaps. misdirected. I acknowledge reporter Christiansen’s request to
temper justice with mercy. hut I would like her to understand that, like winning ugly. it swallows hard.
Marvin Snowberger
Professor
Economics

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
to the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 208,
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, class
standing and phone number. The Daily reserves the right to
edit letters
libel and length.

Question: How have recent
foreign policy decisions affected
your faith in the Reagan
administration?

’I don’t trust Mr.
Reagan because he lied
to the public . . . about
the arms deal in Iran,’’
Ghezati Magus
Senior
Alechanical
Engineering

"It s ’wakened my faith.
They seem to be very
inconsistent . Iran W(IA
our enemy. It makes .s.ou
wonder about everghing
else...
Susan Carter
Senior
Economies

(Mph’ 0 people are
going to lose their jobs,
but (Reagan’ s) not going
to lose his. It reminds me
too much tithe Nison
administration...
Gregg Tay lor
Senior
Aeronautics

’11 could be good in a
sense, but it couldn’t be.
We are getting the
hostages out, but some
people don’t agree with
why we’re selling arms
to (iran).’’
Robert Showier
Junior
Advertising

"I kind of lost faith. He
lied and then he tried to
cover it up. When the
media caught him, he
still didn’t own up to
what he did, h’s hard to
believe anything they say
anymore now,"
Dan Carter
Senior
Finance
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Reagan’s Iran account disputed
by top State Department official
WASHINGTON (AP) A top-ranking State Department official bluntly challenged yesterday President Reagan’s assurances that there’s been no recent evidence of Ira Man involvement in terrorism, while Reagan defended
anew his decision to approve arms shipments to Tehran.
"I don’t like to have to differ with my president, hut I
believe there is some evidence of Iranian involvement with
terrorists," Deputy Secretary of State John C. Whitehead
said during an extraordinary appearance before the House
Foreign Affairs Committee.
As Whitehead testified, Reagan said, "I didn’t make
any mistakes." and declared, "I’m not firing anybody."
The president then sat down with members of his Cabinet
and top advisers to weigh new moves, amid a crescendo of
calls by members of Congress for a White House shake-up.
In statements that left some House committee members
stunned. Whitehead, the No. 2 State Department official
under Secretary of State George Shultz, also suggested
Congress rein in the National Security Council and said his
department was disenchanted with the unit.
In his nationally -broadcast speech Nov. 13. Reagan
defended his policy of selling arms to Iran, saying that
"since U.S. government contacts began with Iran, there’s
been no evidence of Iranian government complicity in acts
of terrorism against the United States."
Responding to the committee’s questions. White contradicted that yesterday.
"There continues to be terrorist acts in Iran of the type
that we find to be reprehensible," he said, while not immediately elaborating.
State Department spokesmen had been saying for
weeks that while Iran remained on a list of nations officially
identified as "terrorist -sponsoring states." they would not
provide evidence that nation has sponsored any recent terrorist acts.
But on Friday Whitehead, and other State Department
officials speaking privately. linked Iranian-sponsored
groups to the kidnapping of three Americans seized in Bei-

’I’m not
firing
anybody.’
President
Reagan

rut since Sept 9.
A department official. speaking on condition he not be
identified, said the United States was initially unsure who
was responsible for some of the recent kidnappings because
a group unknown to terrorism experts -- the Revolutionary
Justice Organization
had claimed responsibility
Subsequently, the department has received "pretty
good" information that pro-Iranian factions are behind the
kidnappings, the official said.
During a picture-taking session in the Oval Office,
Reagan made no secret of his unhappiness over news reports about hack -biting among his staff, calls for resignations and suggestions he admit the Iranian initiative was a
mistake.
"I think you’d he happier if I said I’d stop answering
questions on that because ou wouldn’t like my answers."
ni it tiring an body
the president told reporter .

JERUSALEM (AP) Foreign
Minister Shimon Peres tried yesterday
to defuse pressure on the Israeli government to disclose its role in shipping
Ll.S. arms to Iran. promising to report
to a watchdog subcommittee in Parliament.
He flatly refused, however, to
give information about any Iranian
arms deal when he appeared before the
Foreign Affair, and Security Committee, an unwieldy. 26-member body
where deliberations are rarely kept se -
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Christine Boon. Amy Chan. Duane Destine
Jackie En.. Sueenne Fstnels, lies Garcia.
Richard HeskiR. Debrah thu. Pater Lindberg,
Chnsbne Marque:, Eric Matsuoka. loos Ma
sine. Ellen Mogtrimn, t ise Novak. Jana Olson.
Karen Wegner

cret.
He promised instead to hod the
six -member Subcommittee on Armed
Services.
The development came amid concern that an angry U.S. Congress
could make Israel a scapegoat for the
U.S. administration’s sales.
The political uproar in the United
States over the arms shipments has just
begun to spread to Israel, where many
Israelis accept that arms deals are not a
subject for public debate. The full 12(1 member Knesset , or parliament.
scheduled a debate today on the issue.
"There has never arisen it more
bitter enemy of the Jewish people and,
in my opinion, of human civilization.
than the Khomeini regime." said
Abbe Eban, a former foreign minister
who presides over the Knesset cons-

mittee.
He referred to Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. Iran’s revolutionary patriarch.
President Ronald Reagan has said
he authorized a third country, reportedly Israel, to ship arms to Iran to try
ll) form links with Iranian moderates.
The Jerusalem Post quoted unidentified Israeli defense officials as
expressing concern that Congress
could act against Israel for its role.
"We can expect to see almost all
bilateral military negotiations grind to
a standstill for a while and a hostile climate developing toward Israel in Congress." one unidentified source was
quoted as saying.
Congressional wrath could disrupt such projects as financing and
building the I .as i el fighter: perrnis-

sion to sell to Honduras Kfir jets which
contain U.S.-built components, and
granting Israel the status of NATO
countries in bidding for defense con
tracts, the Post quoted the officials as
saying.
Morris Draper. U.S. consul in Jerusalem, sounded surprised. however.
when asked if the controversy had alfected U.S.-Israeli relations.
The relationship "is very good. I
don’t expect it to he damaged."
Draper said in remarks broadcast on
Israel army radio.
An anonymous government ofhcial said in an interview that Peres tokl
Ehan’s committee "it is not Israel’s
policy to sell arms to Iran:* hut added
Peres refused to answer specific queslions during a closed -door session.

Protesters turn turkeys loose
An aniSACRAMENTO ( AP)
mal rights group inflicted an estimated
S12.000 in property damage at two
ranches near Sacramento during predawn raids yesterday, aimed at exposing the plight of turkeys at Thanksgiving and sparing some of the birds.
"Turkeys are forced to live in
crowded, filthy conditions at factory
farnss like this, and then taken, without water or food. to slaughterhouses
where they are hung upside down, and
carried to an automatic knife, which
sometimes misses, causing them to he
hotted alive." the Animal Liberation
Front said in a written statement.
The note, claiming responsibility
for raids on the "death camp" and
vowing other such actions, was delivered to the Sacramento bureau of The
Associated Press by a janitor who
found the note in the lobby of the
Sheriff’s deputies began an inves-

ligation alter they were contacted tor
information about the statement by the
AP. said department spokesman Dennis Buckmaster.
The Animal Liberation Front, an
anonymous group of animal rights activists. has claimed responsibility for
similar incidents in the Sacramento region.
The group said it hoped the damage to buildings and equipment would
slow the "torture and murder" of turkeys. but ranch owners said work
would continue at a virtually normal
pace.
The organization also said it had
taken 127 turkeys and found them
homes where they would be kept alive
"by caring humans, safe from the per.
verse tradition of Thanksgiving, when
30 million more unfortunate sentient
creatures like them will die."
But owners of the damaged

Omega and HMS ranches, about IS
miles southeast of downtown Sacramento, said no turkeys were missing.
The damage, for which the group
claimed responsibility. was believed to
total about 510,000 at the Omega
Ranch and at least 52.000 at the HMS
Ranch. a spokeswomen for the privately -owned operations said.
At the Omega Ranch. the raiders
placed sugar in the transmissions of
two tractors and poked holes in their
tires, said spokeswoman Valaria Neal.
They also cut down curtains from two
buildings that house turkeys, severed
gas lines to heaters for baby turkeys
and cut pipes that carry water to the
birds, she said.
At the nearby HMS Ranch. Hernice Arebalo said raiders had slashed
the curtains that shield twin sides of the
buildings in which turkeys are kept
and spray painted slogans such as
"Meat Is Foul."

Serra sainthood crusade intensifies
The
MONTEREY (AP)
Roman Catholic Diocese, stepping up
Father
Juniper()
have
campaign
to
a
Serra canonized, released a report yesterday responding to critics who claim
he enslaved and whipped Indians
while founding California’s mission
system in the 18th century.
Supporters of the sainthood campaign hope the 90-page report will
clear the way for Pope John Paul II to
beatify Serra next fall during a isit to

the Cannel Mission.
Serra was declared "venerable"
last year, the first of three steps to can onization. Beatification is a Vatican
finding that a miracle took place
through a prayer of intercession to a
candidate. Sainthood could follow
upon verification of a second miracle.
although the pope can dispense with
the requirement for either miracle.
"If there is proof, let’s see it."
Bishop Thaddeus Shuhstla said in a

summary of the report compiled for
the diocese by a public relations specialist. Valerie Steiner.
The report, which includes interviews with eight academics and curators and one scholarly article, is a reponse to criticism that missionaries
under Serra’s authority whipped Indian converts and put them in chains to
discipline them.

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

LAN,)

Pressed on whether there would he any staff changes.
Reagan said, "I’m not commenting either way.’’
As for whether he would admit it was wrong to approve arms for Iran, the president replied, "I’m not going to
lie about that. I didn’t make a mistake."
Asked whether he was pleased with his staff. Reagan
replied, tight-lipped, " Um -him."
During his testimony to the House panel. Whitehead
lashed out against the National Security Council for masterminding the secret contacts with Iran, which led to the sales
of arms.
"We in the State Department find it difficult to cope
with the National Securits Council’s operational activities." he testified.
Whitehead said the department welcomes the council’s
advisory role.
"But when they become involved in operational matters we have concerns, particularly when we don’t know
about them," he testified.
Shultz. White House chief of staff Donald Regan and
Vice Adm. John Poindexter, Reagan’s national security adviser, have been targets of criticism for the Iranian deal, and
there have been reports that some or all of them may he on
the way out in a staff shake-up.
At the State Department’s daily briefing for reporters.
spokesman Charles E. Redman refused to comment to repeated questions about reports that friends of the president
were advocating a high-level shakeup, including the replacement of Shultz.
Meanwhile. former President Gerald R. Ford said at a
Michigan fund-raiser Sunday that those responsible for the
arms deal should resign. He would not name names, hut
said the president "needs new leadership in the National Security Council."
House Minority Leader Bob Michel. R -III., said Monday. "This certainly hasn’t been the administration’s finest
hour," hut he refused to sit\ it there should he any highlesel White house stall changes

Israel mum on arms dealings
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The man of the ’80s must always avoid
confusing his mega -hold hairspray with his
underarm deodorant.

Hold-outs share prize
MOUNT VERNON, Ill. (AP) -- Alter enduring.
days of rain, heat and cold in a parking lot to win.
a new car by being the last person to hold onto it. the
final two strong-willed contestants struck a deal yesterday to share the prize.
Kim Hulbert and Brad Neador were among the
53 contestants who first laid hands on the 59.1(X)
Buick Skyhawk at Tyler’s Jefferson Motors on July
9.
Under the rules, they had to hold onto the car for
14 hours a day. 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.. seven days a
week. They could switch hands touching the car but
were forbidden to lean or sit on it.
.19

Alaskan wildlife
threatened by feds
WASHINGTON (AP) An Interior Department study recommended
yesterday that Alaska’s energy -rich
Coastal Plain he opened to full-scale
petroleum des elopment so long as its
fragile ecology and teeming wildlite
are protected.
"The area is clearly the most outstanding oil and gas frontier remaining
in the United States and could contribute substantially to our domestic energy supplies." according to the study
mandated by Congress in 1980.
At the same time, the study
warned that "oil and gas development
will result in widespread, long-term
changes in wildlife habitat, wilderness
environment and native community
activities."
Environmental groups, saying development and protection are not compatible at the Coastal Plain, said they
would work to persuade Congress to
bar oil and gas drilling in the frozen
tundra.
"We think we can kind of have it
both ways," Assistant Secretary William P. Horn said at a news conference. "You have here the potential for
super-giant oil fields . . . We see substantial economic and substantial national security benefits."
The study said geologic tests indicate that as many as 9.2 billion barrels
of oil could be recovered from the 1.5
million-acre tract along the Arctic
Ocean and adjacent to the IN million acre Arctic National Wildlife Reserve.
This production level would rival
the nearby Prudhoe Bay fields that account for about 20 percent of the nation’s production and would represent
about 589 days supply at current co
sumption levels.
The Fish and Wildlife Service
study was forwarded to Interior Secretary Donald Hock!. who plans to make
a formal recommendation to Congress
early next year following a public
comment period and hearings in
Alaska and Washington.
Horn said that if Congress is
asked to open the Coastal Plain, the
department will seek "authority to impose restrictions to ensure environmental integrity during oil and gas operations. Development must result in
no unnecessary adverse effects, and
unavoidable habitat losses should be
fully compensated."
A final recommendation for even

Ititillt,d development would touch off a
major battle between environmental
groups and lawmakers like Sen. Ted
Stevens. R -Alaska, who calls the
Coastal Plain the "Saudi Arabia of
North America.’
"The wilderness values far outweigh the oil and gas values." said the
Wilderness Society’s Susan Alexander. who says the plain’s wildlife populations make it "America’s Serengeti
Plain."
The Coastal Plain is home to a
wide variety of w ’Mille, from migratory snow geese it a herd of musk
oxen, an animal once hunted nearly to
extinction. But the daiate $11 focus
on the Porcupine cariboulterd, which
spends up to two months a year on the
plain calving and seeking relief Irons
insects.
Horn said officials uncertain of
how much the caribou would he
harmed, but he added that steps would
he taken to minimize the damage. One
step. he said, would he to hold ofr
leasing prime calving grounds until all
other sites are offered to oil companies.
But Alexander said she did not
trust assertions that the Interior Department would ensure that development would not produce unnecessary adverse effects.

"Trusting oil companies to take
care of the caribou is like trusting the
railroads to take care of the buffalo
100 years ago.’’ she said.
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Spartaguide
The Associated Students Leisure
Career Planning and Placement
Services will hold a Turkey Trot Race
at 12:30 p.m. today in the Student will hold a "Resume II" workshop
Union Amphitheatre. Contescheck in from 2 to 4 p.m. today in the Student
is 11:45 a.m. Call Jeff Games at 277- Union Costanoan Room. Participants
should bring typed rough drafts of re3965 for information.
sumes and letters to he critiqued. Call
The Student Health Service is Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for inforsponsoring a free adoption seminar at mation.
noon today in the Student Union CosThe SJSU Pre -Law Association
tanoan Room. The seminar. "Adoption: Social, Legal. Financial and Psy- will host a panel of attorneys at 5 p.m.
chological Issues in the 1980s" is part today in the Student Union Almaden
of National Adoption Week. Call Room. Elections for next semester will
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for informa- also he conducted. Call Nicole Dennis
at 277-8928 for information.
tion.
Hillel Jewish Student Association
The Asian-American Christian
will hold its weekly "Lunch and Fellowship will hold its weekly meetLearn" at noon today in the Campus ing at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Ministry. The program will feature the Union Costanoan Room. Call Don
"History and Beliefs of the Jews of Chin at 997-7808 for information.
Ethiopia." Call Sandra Silver at 2948311 for information.
The Inter-Residence Hall Association will hold its weekly meeting at
The SJSU Physics Club will meet 7:30 p.m. today in the second floor
at 1:30 p.m. today in the Science conference room in West Hall. Call
Building, Room 239. Call Mahhoubeh Jenny at 277-3997 between 2 and 5
or Mark at 277-2422 for information.
p.m. for information.
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SJSU falls to Hawaii,
places third in tourney
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Spartan coach cites poor officiating in PCAA loss
By Karin I.. Small
Daily stall writer
The hotel was posh and the
weather was nice, but the PCAA volleyball tournament was not an altogether rewarding experience for SJSU,
as the Spartans went home Saturday
morning after a semifinal loss to Hawaii the night before.
SJSU tied with San Diego State
for third place in the eight -team tourney. Pacific defeated Hawaii in the finals to capture the tournament.
Spartan assistant coach John Cor-

rallonerarta

helli said a referee made some poor
calls in the Hawaii match, and that it
definitely hurt SJSU.
"The ref called some things
against us that were obviously wrong,
and it was just a shame to have that be
the ultimately deciding factor in the
match," Corbelli said.
Both Spartan head coach Dick
Montgomery and Corbelli were livid at
the match’s end, and had to he restrained from going after the refs, who
were escorted from the gym by tournament officials.

After defeating the Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo Mustangs 15-5. 12-15,
15-9, 15-5 in the opening match of the
tourney Thursday afternoon, the team
and its coach were cautiously optimistic.
Even in the victory, the Spartans
hadn’t played like they were capable
of playing, and they knew it.
Kim Hicks, who went to nearby
Wilson High in Long Beach, saw quite
a bit of action in the third and fourth
games of the match, and she turned in
an admirable performance before a
crowd that included her mother and
friends of the family.
"I just came in when I was asked
to and tried to help the team," Hicks
said. "When we got out of our game,
we tried to adjust, and then we came
together and won.
"I was happy I could he a part of
the win. it felt good."
Montgomery, shaking his head,
wondered what it was going to take to
get the Spartans to start playing better.
While he was pleased with the
victory. Montgomery said the team
hadn’t been playing well at all lately,
and with the all-important NCAA tournament coming up, he was bothered.
"We played very, very average
volleyball today, but fortunately we
played well enough to win," Montgomery said after the contest. "Cal
Poly came in with what seemed to he a
very cavalier attitude about the match,
and we stomped on them in the first
game.
"Then they toughened up and
took a game from us. We got tentative
and went into our shell. Our passes
weren’t crisp, our offense wasn’t
smooth, our defense lacked aggressiveness, and our serving stunk.
"I put Kim in and Gina Watson
in, and they both did a good job. Kim
had some very nice blocks she took
away an area of the court that they’d
been working on, and they were starting to go around her."
Hicks said the unfamiliarity of the
gym had a hit to do with the team’s uncertain play at times.
"The lights were weird - different than what we’re used to. And the
surroundings were different, because
not so many of our fans were here
compared to those schools that are
closer." Hicks said.
Lisa Ice led the Spartan attack
with 16 kills and 12 digs. Barbara Higgins, the most consistent player on the
team of late, had 12 kills and 14 digs,

uck Bennett

as well as one solo and live block assists. Shawna DiBiaso played very.
well also, putting down seven kills.
Defense played a major role in
the Spartan victory . as tough net play
and a vicious middle attack were the
keys.
Danielle Spier put up 3$ assists
and dug 13 halls. and Christa Cook
helped out -with 11 digs for SJSU.
The Spartans went into Friday
night’s semifinal match against Hawaii. who had had a surprisingly hard
time with Long Beach State on Thursday night before dispatching the 49ers.
13-15, 15-9, 17-15 and 15-12.
The match began much later than
expected. Scheduled for 9 p.m., the
contest didn’t begin until about 9:45
(6:45 p.m. Hawaii time), and the Spar

Chuck Bennett

Special to the Daily

Above: Spartan Julie Brayman looks on during 5J51 ’s win, Thursdas night. Helms: Barhara Biggins goes for a dig as Kim Hicks rushes in.

WALNUT CREEK (AP)
Chuck Cecil, the safety who had
100-yard interception return for a
touchdown and made HI tackles in
Arizona’s upset of Pacific -10 champion Anoxia State, was named conference Defensive Player of the Week
yesterday.
The winner for offensive performance was Pac-10 rushing leader Gaston Green of UCLA He rushed or
224 yards, the highest total ever
against a Southern Cal team, and
scored four TIN as the Bruins blasted
the rival Trojans. 45-25.
Other nominees on defense: Natu
Tuatagaloa of California. Anthony
Newman of Oregon. Brad Humphreys
of Stanford.
Others nominated on offense:
Chris Miller of Oregon, Alfred Jenkins
of Anions, Aaron Cox of ASU. Vince
Weatherby and Jeff Jaeger of Washington.

tans promptly lost the first game. I "Some of the plas et-, appeared to
he nervous, while others were trying
too hard
they ssere t,,,, tense. not intense." Corbett’ said "11.0a an pia!, ed
much better than they had helore. and
I think they had a grudge against as be.
cause we heat them so badly (15-2) in
the last game of the second match over
there."
The two teams split a pair Of
matches in Hawaii earlier this season.
Hawaii didn’t let up in the second
game, hut the Spartans had some of
their wits hack about them, and they
hung in, giving the Wahines a tough
time before falling, 15-17.
Corhelli said the time factor
might have had something to do with
the team’s sluggish play early in the
match, hut that towards the end. the
Spartans were right back in it, despite
the refereeing.
"The refs had been inconsistent
ihroughout the whole match. Barbara
I Higgins) had a couple of very legal
hits that were called stuffs, even
though one of Hawaii’s players did the
same thing and was never called for
it." Corhelli said.
The Spartans, incensed at the had
breaks they were getting, stormed
hack in the third game to stay in the
match. Higgins had 19 kills and two
block assists and now owns the singleseason block assist record. Ice added
17 kills and 38 digs. Both were determined to win.
Ice, who played one of her hest
matches against Hawaii, broke the individual season kill record during the
match. Before the start of the lourth
who went into the match
game, Ice
needing 11 kills to break the record of
460 --had easily surpassed that marls.
Unfortunately for SJSU, the Wa-

,,,,w,woome

Pac- 10 names
r ADVERTISE’
players of week k. 277-3171 j

THANKSGIVING PARTY

Wednesday Night
MARRIAGE PREPARATION
PROGRAM

\ PRIZES ;C...;
750
well drinks
tap beer
wine

For Information Contact

ONE IN CHRIST
2265 Sherry Court
Livermore, CA 94550
(415) 447-2052

& Terrace

Special u

Daily

SJSU’s Lisa Ice digs the ball while Barbara Higgins watches in the team’s first -round win 0% er (’al Poly SLO

750 The Pruneyard
(next to the Upstart Crow)
Campbell 371-3801

’The ref called some
things against us that
were obviously wrong,
and it was just a shame
to have that be the
ultimately deciding
factor in the match.’
John Corbelli,
SJSU assistant coach
hines held the charging Spartans off in
the final game. UN star Suzanne
Eagyc had 19 kills to pace Hawaii, and
Corhelli said the Wahines were aided
by a couple of very questionable calls
near the end of the fourth game that
definitely aided their victory.
Barely two minutes passed before
both coaches and the team vacated the
gym for the van ride hack to the hotel.
"We wanted to stress to the team
that they’d hung in there after a had
start, whether or not the refs hurt us,"
Corbett’ said. "We didn’t talk much
about the match itself, and we’re going
to concentrate on basing good practices (this week). Then by next Thursday (the opening match of the NCAA
tournament), we’ll he ready to go at it
again.’’
Pacific went on to defeat Hawaii,
3-1, in the championship match Saturday night.
Prior to the semifinal match. Ice
was voted the PCAA co -player of the
year along with Pacific’s Elaina Oden.
Ice was also named to the all -conference first team. Higgins made the
all -conference second team.

KINKOI
COPIES
RESUMES
Copy your resume at Kinko’s. We
have a wide selection of fine
papers, matching envelopes, and
other stationery products that help
you look good.

kinkois
310 South Third Street
Mon -Fri: 7am-9pm
Sat: 10am-6pm
295-4336
(across from McDonald’s)

481 E. San Carlos Street
OPEN 24 Hrs.
295-5511
(between 10th & 11th)
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Bloom County

Yesterdaily
Campus

mester-long study of local waste. hunger and housing needs.
The San Jose City Council voted
The hunger group, called the
7-4 Thursday to delay consideration of Hunger Busters, proposed a hypothetithe university’s request to have San cal constitutional amendment which
Carlos Street dins ngraded until 1990. would call for the government to proThe decision requires SJSU to finish vide po% erty le%el Americans with reclandscaping Seventh and Ninth streets ommended minimum dail\ nutrients
before the issue is reconsidered.
The %same group. Waste Watchers. found the Dining Commons disPaul Sonneman, a consultant cards MO lbs of edible food
es cry
hired by the Associated Students hoard week, about one-half pound per person
of directors to steer the San Carlos
or enough to feed 31.533 people.
Street campaign. announced he would according to the U.N. Food and Agridonate his $1,000 fee to the university culture Organirntion.
for landscaping on the iv. streets.
The Coalition for the Homeless
found that there are more than 15.000
The students in an SJSC socio- homeless in Santa Clara County
alone.
logy class presented the results of a se-

at Chet Croissant Cate. 3rd & San
Carlos

AlIOLISH N.
IRISH
APARTHEID
WRITE FOR FREE into. PA. 3186
Williams Rd., S.J 95117 End the
OPPRESSION!
ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE! Call 255-0724 (recording)
to get your copy 24 hrs FREE
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Enhance personal 8 pro
lesslonal growth as Volunteer in
tern In world renowned local
program
Counseling, support
services. seen data processing.
public awareness, fund-raising
etc Bi- & mono -lingual. all majors. grad 8 undergrad F xperl
once from clerical to post -grad
Intro-to extrovert WF NEED YOU
campus
PO Pox
952. S J 95108, 260-5055

Ica,-

Near

HELP FOSTER KIDS" Worli with social workers -day. evenIng or Salurday as a caring volunteer Call
Evelyn Storm at 299.2784
RESEARCH PAPERS

15.278 AVAILABLE! Catalog 5200 Research.
11322 Idaho, 020603. Los An-

gel.
90025
VISA MC
COD.(213) 477-8474

or

TWO CUTE KITTENS for FREE" Call
Craig
at
725-0244.
Monday
through Sunday abler 3prn

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE". San Jose s best
BUGS All guaranteed.. 100. financing. OAC Call VW Restoration at 297-8200 $700 discount on
vehicle purchese w univ ID
PROF

MUST SELL 72 GHIA, excel
cond motor body OrIg owner,
120K debit carb 295.9096

’75 MG MIDGET.. cond now tires ex
haust system, brakes. .rb &
xtra 24k miles $2400. 245-8936
’74 DATSUN ST WGN, runs great. gd
shape. am tin cast $775 ho 72
DATSUN SEDAN 1200. $650 bo
72 ()ISM $550, be Call 370-2563

COMPUTERS

I;

MACINTOSH USERS
time on a LaserWriter

APPLE

Rent
Plus

and
Wordprocessing
straight typing servIc. also Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup
Cad delivery Reasoneble rates,

printer

quality work.
COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private instruction 00th. IBM PC
In Wordstar, wordperfect. writing
essIstant or professional editor
South San Jo. home Iternoon
classes only 227-1990

FUN. Flex HAS & GOOD PAY! New
business, walking distance hen
SJSU OPPORTUNITY? 293-2245
INSTRUCTORS-MOVEMENT

PROGRAM! Special Ed Students 4-12
yrs Wk days. 349 hr Call Patti
Keegan at 984-3257 (City Santa
Coos!

JOBS, JOBS, JOBS! Ideal tor students Join our marketing staff
Talie nets and renewal magazine
Orders by phone Mon thru Weds
& Sat & Sun Outstanding earning
pOtenlial Call 370-9090
KIDDIE WORLD TOYS, 3640 Stevens
Creek Blvd. San Jose. 241-1100
Warehouse. sales. cashier positions open Apply at Kiddie World.
NO calls
LOOKING

FOR PART TIME work?
Togo’s at 900 N First SI is hiring

for day time positions Please call
287-4570 or inquire within
McDONALD’s NOW HIRING. Premium

weave&
sviArwrommrvi &or
4 NAME

The radio-television and drama
sections of the Theater Arts Depan
mem wined together to help complete
the TV studio control room for produl
lion and editing ol TV programs.

Spurts
SJSU soccer players Scott Chase.
Ingi lngason. Matt Lord and Nick Rot
teveel were honored by the Pacirn
Coast Athletic Association and the Pacific Soccer Conference.

Portables-OSBORN-IRS-60
Over

SOO

Disk

formals
Word

disk
$1450
cessors -Meg

Pro-

Tapes
Prompt Service PU & Delivery
hero’
Dale
Creative
Ices

(408)866-6080

IBM PC COMPATIBLE. 640k. 2 hoppy
di 20 MBHD, monochrome mon
card
serial parallel clock
softprinter dos3 1
ware. scores 280-0759. 51000 ho
K.

dot-matrix

IBM XT COMPATIB1 F 256k, 2 drives
monitor. keyboard. MG P 5695
640K. 20MB hard disk drive
monitor, keyboard. 51095 Dot
met. printer. $740 1 otter quality. $295 One block f rem campus
404 5 3rd St. a?, corner of San
Salvador PC.COM, 795.1606
MAC

PLUS

COMPUTER, keyboard.
drive. 3 mt.

Muse, enamel

nW.V. $1200 too Greg. 971-2942

FOR SALE
FUTONS." Quality cotton products
Create your own living 8 sleeping
space with our futons, plilows
and frames Custom Futons S Pit
lows
Blvd

Plus,

900

5

San
Jose
GRAND OPENING SAI

Winchester
796-616

SELL ONLY ONE model and size
(23") of bike, but you can own a
new 12-speed for less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales offers lowcost irao iporlatIon needs for the
stud*. 30 day quitrent. All
final Call Days

942-7739

E..’ 253-4700
-Ask to Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow them from us. Reel Estate.
lietIvatIonal, Sales & Business
harne-atudy course. Hundreds
to choose horn, We II else accept
leny WW1 courses for credit In.
ward the annual lee UNI IMITED
harrowing

The Serniner I Ibrary

(1100)1124-2222 132

Ihe Real World

service Call 255-6675
EARN $460 weekly. $80 per hundred
envelopes
stuffed Guaranteed
Honeworkers needed for company project stuffing envelopes
and assembling materials Send
stamped self &Wes*. envelope
JBK Mall Co P0 Box 75-1,
Cash. C. 91310
EULIPIA RESTAURANT seeks lunch
and dinner erasers iS waileress
Good student lob Cell 280 6161
3745 1st St
FRESHMAN SOPHMORIF- Clerk Typ
let Type 40WPM Willow Glen
area 12.20 hours per week Call
/or eppolniment 266-8281
F T.P

jobs avail, 1 block Irm SJSU
Sales welter mis Apply in person

HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION. Shabbal dinners. parties,
Sunday brunches, lector.. Tuesday ’Lunch and Learn.
ler..

PROFESSOR EXAM FILES avellable
for
Engineering
(0
required
courses in CE. EE. ME end Mal
Engr), EIT, Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spartan
Bookstore 8 Roberts Book Store

work and semester
break work If eifiCepted you will
earn $9.25 starling! Part time (2O)
earnings per wee* equal 5185
Full 140) earnings per week equal

ACABSOLUTELY.
ACCURATE,
COUNTABLE tor telophoneze that

anleed
Thanks

reading skills re a plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility
is allowed during final exams in
eddItton. If you guatify, corporate
scholarships ere awarded. Inter
nships are possible. and you may
earn 2,3.4 credits per quarter or
semester
During your winter,
spring, and especially summer
breaks run time work is available
Call today for informalon and en
interview, or cell Monday through
Friday between 10 AM -7 PM (408)
275-9885 If the line is busy.
plea. be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS" We make auto
club memberships for the mem
oil companies Part-lime easy
hours, weekly paychecks $7 to
515 hourly Commission, complete
training provided Great exp... for your resume. RC Smith
247-0570.

TEACHERS & AIDES for preschool
(0 SJ in. 6 ECF units preferred
(408)723-1131
TEACHERS FOR SMALL prolessionel
caring atmosphere Need ECE, enthusiasm,
and creativity Flexible hours &
friendly stall LIM. Scholars Preschool, 238-1474 or 274-4726
preschool

with

TELEMARKETING EXCELLENT COMMUNICATORS needed to .11
radio air time 2 shifts, 5ern-12, or

and study opportunities Rev
Natalie Shlres.Fr Bob Legerr,Sr
Joan Pam.. Rev Norb Firnhazer

Standard & mifiro cassette transcription Word proc Imp on
SAMNA
8
word perfect
software Hrs M -E, 8 30-5 30 Reserve lime now for your UpC0m.
Mg thesis, dissertation Or menu -

tor an appoIntmeht

WANTED.

MARKET BUSINESS PR
type to help recent college grad
tifid sponsors for profession&
auto racing endeavor Excellent
opportunity for ambitious individual seeking experience in a competitive environment Cali Dave

(4151593-2798

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully turnishied, secure and sets rooms, FREE u111l.
lies and housekeeping service
Reasonable rites -shared or single evadable Walking distance to
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th
ST. 998-0234
APT AVAII DEC 19 FREE rent In exch.. for answering business
phone She. rrn & lath Full cooking prIv, all utilities paid for 7 mi
to SJSU Call Art at 243-7190
NEEDED TO SHARE
CONDO-$350
I 2 utile. turn
MRS blh,)acurzi, pool, 258-5528

NONSMOKER

ONE REDROOM APT, no pots. single
adult. $400 mo Four block from
campus Cell 293-4091

RESERVE AN APT tor January Huge
.corlty, 7 bdrrn 26th 1 bat from
campus, 148 E WHI1.ms & 4th

1 ROOM APT. security bldg. parking
Walk to SJSU. 780 S 11th Si
5525 we Cell 279.5078
1920 CL ASSIC. I bdrrn w bonus we
Must be clean. quiet & sober 551
5 0th St. $450 Call Robert 287/0E7 after 5pm

PERSONAL
Al ICIA M YOU WORKAHOLIC’ Just
reminder that we have an engagement In Monterey this weelt
and SIGMA NU PD. remember,
Just don’t hog. the blender. IN

AL WAYS
results every lime

SKI NORTH TAHOE" Sun n Sand
lodge. 8308 N lake Rlvd, Kings
Beicel eke Tahoe Ca 95719
phone (916) 546.7515 $i 5 per
person

double
each additional

occupancy. 1.5
Elimuillui motel
on lake. TV, renutes to North Star

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE. bull do’
Thews, dissertations. reports
Eight page minimum, ale months
fr. disk storage On-line word
processing, ask for Joy. at 2.1029
RE AUTIFUI PAPER every three Fe.
perienced, prof...nal word prore
theses
papers
ceasing

#

T .X1C

,

04

N

rAtC

l’ TOXIC
Ii...

0
L

1

r,
.J

Eric Kieninger

WHAT ARE ’IOU WAICAING
ON THE BIG grizEEN ?

Turir

IT’S A NEW CilANNEL
NOTNIN6 EA)r FoOD
TWENTy FMK HiVes 4
PAY

Slows

Classified

Call Barb. at 925-4370

needs, word processing

Willow

Glen area Call Ilse at 267-8234

EXPO TYPIST" Near Leigh 8 Cam.
den Reports, term papers. etc

delivery 365.1012
CALL

LINDA

FOR

PROFESSIONA1

Reports,
word
processing
theses, dissertellons, group pro’
acts, resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates
Transcription svellsble Almaden.

Pam. 247-2601 (Santa Clara See
SJSU Fall 56 Directory or Classes
for additional coupon uvinga
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
Papers of all kinds and lengths
51 30 page typing & spelling help.
SI 65 pege, typing plus proof.
reading
Cenifibelf area, local
plck.up & delivery available’ Call

PROCESSING,

266%48 Emphasis on correct punc
luittlon, sentence structure, and
formatting (Tureblan. SPA. etc)
Former English maior highly dependable Willow Glen Area, easy
to

locate
Call Mrs
Morton
(Msrah. bon, SAM-8PM Cl 2509445
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, research papers.

EXCEL LENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, theses, resumes. disser
lotions, etc for students end fac
utty

and

Word Processing 377.5293

We also do tape trenscrip.

illey Cell 365-1012

TYPING SERVICE for students and

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approvmd fel), 30 letters and spaces For each Ilne)

I

PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and students can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters,
resumes,

9446 Cio. to SJSU
lEEs tyPING end Secretarial Serv
ices Feet accurate wort avalk
obie seven days we.. 180.1.4
In like Blossom Hill Santa Terme
area I Imbed pickup and diallv

TYPING DONE REASONABI F rates
Call Patti at 246-5633

NEED

reports,

TYPING
SERVICE -RE
SUMES. rheas and term papers
Reasonable rates Ouairty serv
Ice abler to do bold Nice end right
margin nwillicatIon
Call 259.

QUALITY

$390

professionals Resumes 510
Save your work on the IBM PC for
fete use Grammar. punctuation.
in
8. &tolling checked printed
Erickson
publications quality

mum Thesis, dla.rtollon. etc
RHFMA GRAPHICS at 365-9038
THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed last? let me help, Term papers, letters, reports trimees, research papers
test end probes
FREE
sionallyi
grammar
&
spoiling assistance Flessonable
rates Call Marcie at 294-634’
(work Nave moss.. or 926.1774
before 10 pm

$2 pg for students.

I.

business correspondence Assts.
tena with vocabulary, sentence
structure, and form II requested
Call 266.9448

866-6960

plays. resumes, cover & followup
letters. nifinuscrIple (books, lull
clot short stories). trenscription
Free SPEL -CHEN. miner edh (II

turnaround 246-5025

REPORT PAPERS Word
processing weans attention to
detail

Son Jose

ices at 774.7567 Pick up and de.
livery evallabre

THESES

& spell check all documents Call
Kelley at 977-7907
COVERL ETTERS,

St

WORD PROCESSING
stud.... Instructors, small business Tenn
papers thesis r.umes menu.. dissertations, mass
spelling chock etc ReSOnabl
rates Call 5 It El Desk Top Son,

Satisfaction weenie. Pickup
delivery avelleblre $200 per Me
cis Nile 267-2149

RELIABI E
WORD
PROCESSING
DONE al reasonable rotes with
quick turnaround time Will setup

INEXPENSIVE, QUICK WORD pro.
ceasing 51 00 per page, no min,

theses & dissertations (Campbell,
Turablan, APA 3rd ad), screen-

requested). proof, disc storage
Student faculty discounts Clack

TYPING SERVICE for all
your typing needs Student rot.
ranging /rorn El to 51 75 per page
Quick turnaround Disk etorege
for 30 days Call 14005 946-4967
Ask tor Amanda or leave message
on MaChIne

RESUMES,

TYPING TERM PAPER thesis, dlr..,
teflon etc $2 page Resume 515
Cell 1.1081923,481 369 F WBIlem

SUPERIOR WORD PROCESSING research A term papers, thesis, die
sertritIon, resume. etc Secure.a,
spoiling checked, Word COUnl.
minimum I year disk ’forage
Quality printing on qualify paper

QUALITY

pendable service at AFFORDA
SIP RATES" Free disk store’.

can be submitted by mall w your
remittance

versity Call (4007924041

scientific
protects
51 75-03 pogo Call Vicki at 281.
3058 IBM area

All

APA
academic formats
Spelling gramme, punctuation

San Salvador PC-COM, 295.1606

technical.

assist/roc. All work guarantee]
Professional confidential and de

structor a Dependable re.bta
accurst. work Reesonstrie opt..
SI SO p9 AssIgnrrents 10 pge
end over tell be accepted only
Call 14081 736-1676. Sunnyvale
area long range assIgnm.ne

PROFESSUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing & business ear,
iceS real. reasonable. & near uni-

PUT YOUR WORDS in their best per
spec..
Experience.]
proles.
aortal word processing wipers.
thews. resumes Spectate In

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Term pope,
reports, resumes, cover
theses dissertations. manuals

Branham area Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Service (408)
264-4504

EDITING WORD

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers
theses. ac
Accurate prompt
52 75 ifilid space per pogo Sirs
toga area. call Joan at 741-5580

Editing
available
Correctable
From
typewriter
electronic
SI 50 double space page Call 8111
at 371-5933

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast, accurate typing and
word processing available seven
we. Limited pick.up
days

RESUME 1. TYPING We use IBM XT
COMPUTER. Word SW and letter
quality printer Resume 55 up
Typing 51 SO pg, double space
One block from campu
PCCOM. 404 S 3rd St Cl, corner 01

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
...on.. leave message for
Pamela at (400) 775-6253

tiOn and bookkeeping Freo data
storage Call 245.1769

BECK SECRETARIAL
Student pa.
per.. rSurrieS, business typing

SIERRA ICE new company specializing in sale. & delivery of cubed
Ice for mhos or any occasion

TRAVEL

.0,’, -.1:4,

./.,

POI
I-_

theses, manuscripts, papers. resumes,
professional
backup
work Reasonable rates Located
conveniently, LASER PRINTER"

734-3115

and brochure see AS Office or
call IOW 371-6811

’

,14.7;C4f

I

978.0777

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writers. scholars, and public officials
Specifillang In historical, poi.

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll novo’ Save your teeth. eyes
and money Inc For Information

7-)

BARBE 5 WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experience.]

schedule your word processing
job Ouick turnaround occurate
52 Os page 993-9260. Word for
Word EnterprIses-SJ

For 10 cents per pound we offer
FREE delivery and require NO
MINIMUM purchase amount in
iodation to ice sales we rent and
sell ice machines for your home
or business For information call
toll FREE (000)345-4423

\

I

sage

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for
men end women Special rate with
faculty or student ID Private &

Columbia. MD 21045

OR IF VM
NAVIN& A
CHINA SYNDROME

I

Thick Crust

AMY Wil L TYPE your paper tor only
$1 per page, double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & delivery Call 749-4075, Wive rnes

Do you have. paper due soon, Does
II need to be typed, Call today to

cal, blogrephical topics Student
discounts avellable For free Into.
write Cl 0. 6003.8 Majors I ane

AND I CM’T TEtt Ir
I JUST ND TO
DANCE..

TOXE

SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alternatives, 294-2974

Evergreen locksmith & Security Servi. call 270-3277. SJ

confidential Weekdays, evenings
& Saturday Sunnyvale El.troly.
e ls Center, KM Business Park at
Hwy 101 & N Fair.. Ave (408)

. ’’ ’’ ’
Tit; a

(408)224-0857

pers.transcrIption
No job too
small’ Student discounts Near

AND 6LOWY AND
RADIANT AND
ENERGIZED AND
EXCITED AND
HAPPY

\

Protessionsi

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing In resumes, term pa-

Sheila Neal

SOMETIMES I
JUST STA4 7 7f,
FEEL TREmesor
AND ALL. TiN6LY
IN5IVE

Theses. pa.
pers, resumes and dissertations
Serving Evergreen, 55.1 8 a few
minutes from SJSU Student 1115.
count with this ad or ID Cell

bonded-licensed Open 9 to thern
Mon Ihru Sal (Sun by appoint.
went) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME
Ron Hughes owner member-NL A,

Sea Kelly or call 287-5315
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE I belt frm
SJSU, turn. large room. $280 no
Call 750.8693 before 1 1pm

ACCURACY

KEYS MADE, LOCKOUTS OPENED.
autos (moat foreign & domestic)
Horne & bust..., rekeyIng. locks
& deedbolts installed Mobile-

IA

Isaac Newt

La.rWrIter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest quality work
at student rates - SI 50 page Cell
DAYSTAR al 358-2717

EE’s IE’s"

3800

fkir

pawn

corrected Long manuscripts roe!
coma Will pick up. deliver Also
Moldable critical reading, assis
lance In rewriting Dan O’Reer

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will coned’ with SJSU student for 30 minutes FREE Prectice limited to all

e/e/// ’S

reports 2-9 pages Protessionsi
typist and skilled word processor

Christmas, 1986 & get your 1st
appl at 1 7 price unwonted hair
disappears with my care Given C
Cheigren, R F Call 559-3500, tor

the student Cell Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-4700 ask for Joe

WC0010)48/801042s!
FOI4nemeST/WeRs9, re’ 00MME
VOU WOO
mziz.iN
LicKe6mov81151080Coe
?i? PieEirvou.
06liP

A CASH REBATE 55 cash discount
to new customers on reports IC)
One paw free typing on

A WAY WITH WORDS prompt, accu
rely. literate. BA In history We.
Word Pr.essing, spelling errors

IS THAT DESIGN protect
due 8 you have no resources for
ideas or what to build’ SMI El. honks is comm.ed to offering
low cost electronk (component)
& computer information needs tor

Wanda Folk

disk storage Database capability

move your unwanted hair (chin
bikini, tummy, moustache, back,
shoulders. etc) 15% discounts to
students and ificulty Call before

appl . 1645 S Beacom Ave C
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

School Daze

pus Call P J at 973-2309

youth ministry in East Central S J
Call 259.3674 for Into

SERVICES

t.rtir..,C05’.VU2514ir51

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats IL group protects welcome Spell check every Ume, free

YOUNG LIFE WORKERS needed Gel
Invoiced in an exciting urban

BARE IT ALL" Slop shaving, waxing,
tweezing Let me permanently re-

4.1374’1.11.7.=.2 Ailiu44rat

in thesis, term pews,
group prop.. resumes, manuscripts & tellers located In North
San Jose, only minutes trorn cam.

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
tee Sunday-Lutheran 10 45 am ,
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm Please
cell Campus Ministry a 298-0204
for worshiecounsaing.programs

per - Sprn (TEN) $10 hr
BONUS Call Mrs Green at 377-

Sal Cali loday (408)453-1500

296-2087

script Chi-y..1923.8461

aspects 01 immigration and naturalization I.
Otticte located
totthIn 10 minutes hoar campus
Cali Robed Ng at (404) 289-5400

TELEPHONE SALES-part time Sell
subscriptions to the Mercury.
News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM. I PM or
plus
4 3014.48 30PM. Mon Frl

Tony

enced

Christmas

$370 No experience Is needed because of our intensive on the lob
training program Good math and

Trust

PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
AND
word processing P J s word processing oner, quality guaranteed
work it competitive rates Expert-

7503

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENT’. Y. Confidential. 335 S
Baywood Ave
San Jose Cell
247-7486 for appointment

,(

000.

toots typing
that’s
lops -try
Tony -298.2087 SI 50 per page
di g
double spaced All

dancing, holiday celebrations
For information call H11.1 al 2948311
NATIONAL GAY.BI contact club 18 .
men and women Cone:Mental, low
rates Send SASE to NGCC. P0
Bow 211701-K. San Jose, Ca
95159.

DOES Tr-11S rn5AN
NO MORE FLIT SToNES ColErY0413LE
ViTAMIAI 04 / j "

TNE 816
GUYS" Goomot
VIRE MUMMY OPUG
TEsrearis Fog ALL OF
UncirraL woRLberE

ules from campus Words e.
more (Panel& 923-7810

STRAUSS-SJ
SYMPHONY, FREE tickets, register
MUSIC 108 winter .asloroProl
Manning

FEMAl F COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Plea. call Brien at 2952308

Manuel Ruiz

sumac office overflow. meifings
newsletter. Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 Min

B EETHOVEN

OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED. parttime NOW. full-time Christmas
br.k Call Debby or Jan. at Ronoell’s Furniture-296-7393

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION All CI MIS, Need a fund
raiser, No sales Paid for needed

yrs old, please call Palmer College of Chiropr...Weat at (408)
244-8907, eat 401

NEED 76 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs, no exercise
1000. guaranteed Call (408) 24S-

Corp
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS

BACKACHE?? Free examinellon &
care as part ot research project
If you have had IOW back pain for
more than 6 months & are 20-55

pay, hours flexible around school
.hedule Two-flve days. 10-35
hrs wk interviews M -F 3-4pm
Contact M. or Lucy at 356-3095.
15475 Los Gatos Blvd

PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP! National
tor
preparing
firm

Berke Breathed

6E1117114E51, NE INV &OM
,10.51011 0 WU NEM .
GINN PIE SW., MP INLEM
INE NO 4 titnEK /PM,
NEU Mil

Pulitzer-prirn winning author
Wallace Stegner spoke on the negative
aspects of technology in a lecture
Thursday in the Music Concert Hall.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Print Name

Ad Rates

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines $355 $435
4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
16 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
54-75
55-55
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$7 40

Five
Days
$520
$6 00
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

City & State
Enclosed is $

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-9 Lines $46 00 10-14 Lines $63 00
15 Plus Lines $80 00

Phone 277-3175

_____ Phone

Address

Minimum three lines on one day

=MiM1111 IMMIIMIMINMAIM MN NM UNE m miN=11.

For

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

1 MPS

Days I

C)assihed Desk Located Outside 0814205
Hours 900A M t0330PM
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
I.

Paget,
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Radio station looks to be upwardly mobile
KSJS needs
approval to
move signal

New general manager is
’different kind of thinker’
By Amy L. PahaIan
Daily staff writer
Campus radio station KSJS hasn’t reached
Its potential, and its new general manager
wants to make sure it does.
Not only is KSJS planning to move its
transmitter to gain a broader listening audience. hut SJSU theater arts junior David Yohn
said that as general manager he wants the station to meet its fullest potential.
"My goal for the station is to make everyone know we are here and that they should give
us a try.’’Yohn said.
Yohn said the station is planning a student
survey to find out what kind of music SJSU
students prefer. Currently, the station plays
"modern music, new wave and a lot of alternameaning something that is not
tive music
commercial.’’ Yohn said.
Yohn began working at KSJS writing
trivia questions for one of the programs in fall
1984. He also worked as a disc jockey and promotions director before slowly working up to
the position of general manager, he said.
"He’s wonderful." said Stanley Baran,
Theatre Arts Department chairman. During the
department’s search or a new general manager
this semester, Baran said he made phone calls
across the country looking for the right candidate. hut )(Om "was still better.
Yohn received the title of general manager
last week and is the recent recipient of a two$5,1xx)
scholarship from Bay Area STAR,
year
a television. advertising and radio coalition.
Yohn was chosen over a group of applicants from five lia% Area colleges and universi-

ties, said STAR spokesman Richard Het/berg.
"He is an outstanding individual and a
different kind of thinker." Helzherg said. "He
has a tremendous amount of drive. We are
looking forward to seeing great things from
him."
KSJS listenership has nearly tripled in tlic
past year, despite the problems the station has
with weak signals because of high-rise buildings in the downtown area, Yohn said.
The primary function of the station is educational, Yohn said. KSJS as a class has a current enrollment of about 126 students. including 43 who are on the air as disc jockeys and
others in charge of advertising, writing and
news coverage.
Yohn has "a lot of good intentions for the
station," said Raffi Nalvarian, a KSJS disc
jockey who is majoring in public relations and
international business. Known on the air as
"The King Rani," Nalvarian said Yohn "lets
people he creative and is open about a lot of
things."
Another plan for the radio station is a possible relocation.
KSJS is situated in about 450 square feet
at Hugh Gillis Hall, Yohn said. The station’s
disc jockey booth was formerly a janitor’s
broom closet and one of the station’s rooms is
under a stairway once used for storing chemicals. he said.
The tight space is the reason the station is
looking for a new location. Yohn said. He said
there are tentative plans to relocate in Dwight
Bente! Hall once renovation is completed in
two ’,ears. hut nothing is definite.

/WS, from page I
commercial radio stations. Yohn said.
"We would not become a commercial station," Yohn said. "But we will provide an alternative that competes with other stations
equally."
A new site would increase its broadcast
coverage from the local San Jose area to a
broader range that would include Monterey and
Redwood City. Yohn said.
The department also requested 570.000
needed for the transmitter move in September
from the university’s lottery funds, Baran said.
However, no decision has yet been made
regarding lottery funds, said Dan Buerger. executive assistant to the president.
We were selected as the No. I priority."
Baran said. He added the university cannot
commit the money to KSJS until the station receives permission from the county.
The decision may take some time, said
Douglas Gaynor, director of the Department of
Parks and Recreation.
"I hate to give a firm time on that," Gaynor said. He added the department is in the process of studying the radio station’s request.
"We have to determine what is the best
use of the land." Gaynor said.
Whether the station receives approval is
Denise Wender Daily staff photographer "hard to speculate. If we can do it, we’d be
happy to," Gaynor said.
"We clearly meet the criteria to erect the
David N’ohn. new general manager of’ KSJS, looks through records at the studio. Yohn
tower," Baran said. "There should be no reasaid the station will conduct a survey to see what music SJSU students prefer.
son for us to he turned down." But if the request is denied, the station will appeal to the
Santa Clara County hoard of supervisors, he
said.
The station receives support from GillCahie’ s president Bob Hosfeldt, Baran said.
"He was throw mg out all kinds of
I I.,, c% cr. Martin said he won’t abandon
"He gave me a lot of information in a
Although Hosfeldt is the "single largest
Some had to do with
things." Brown said
short period of time." Brown said. "I think he the idea oi student housing
benefactor of the department," he is not consome
I
tried
to
take
notes
on
and
housing
which
"We’re looking at all kinds of possibiliwanted to spell out to us that there are a lot of
tributing financially to the station’s transmitter
ties and funding for student housing because weren’t related to housing at all."
people wanting to get redevelopment funds."
move. Baran said, "He is lending the power of
said
Cook
mentioned
the
possibilBrown
Cook said a few weeks ago that the rede- there’s a need for it." he said "Just because
his name."
it
for
of
SJSU
purchasing
land
and
using
ity
interest
in
it
(stuspecific
city
didn’t
show
velopment agency would like to work cooper- the
"I wanted to help them work with people
atively with SJSU. San Jose Mayor Toni dent housing redevelopment doesn’t 111C411 housing d5’% elopment .
Cook also said a few weeks ago that if the in the county to see this go through as smoothly
MeEnery and Councilman Jim Beall also have we’ll rule it out."
as
possible,"
Hosfeldt said.
Brown said the redevelopment agency has university is willing to contribute the land,
voiced publicly a willingness to provide the
a "flexible program." He said there are three housing could he constructed from the combiHosfeldt, a 1959 broadcasting graduate of
university with low-interest loans.
SJSU, said his company’s legal counsel in
Brown met yesterday with Robert Martin. deadlines per year to submit requests or tund- nation of a private bank loan and city loan.
Brown said the talk has given him many Washington will also assist KSJS in the licensdean of student services, to discuss options ing so that missing one doesn’t mean funds will
leads to work on for eventual joint city -univer- ing procedures with the Federal CommunicaCook presented for housing. Among the propo- never he available again.
Brown said the meeting with Cook gener- sity development projects.
tions Commission if the transmitter is relosals mentioned by Cook last week was an urban
"At least it’s a possibility now," he said.
cated.
renewal plan to develop SJSU faculty housing. ated a lot of ideas for SJSU to consider.

SJSU, city discuss student housing aid
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
The SJSU housing director is examining
the possibility of building student housing with
city funds.
University Housing Director Willie
Brown met last week with Tom Cook, a housing supervisor in the coy ’s redevelopment
agency, who gave Brown a 50 -page booklet of
the agency’s requirements for funding requests.
Brown said the informal meeting was
spurred by the planned closure of Spartan City
in 1988 which would result in the loss of 1(X)
units of housing

Mechanical engineers prepare
for annual cycle competition
placed high in the written and oral
analysis section of the contest, Buesnior, placed third in the women’s divi- ing said, although they didn’t emphasize that pan of their training.
sion of the roadway section.
"We are a hunch of B.S. artists.
Patton anti Graminara took turns
working out on the university’s race so the oral was easy to do. We just
stress," Huescycle before the competition and they wanted to have fun, no
were both in great shape, Buesing ing said.
"But, we have already started
said.
practicing for Reno, so we won’t have
The engineering students also any excuses." he said.

BIKE, from page I

If the Mechanical Engineering
Department had its dream conic true.
they would get about 53.000 in dona
lions for next year’s meet. Buesing
said.
The department has requested
funding from the Associated Student,
and said it hopes the American SCICIel
of Mechanical Engineers will also
make a contribution.

University accused of concealing document
.SPARTAN CITY. from page I
they were offered help to find housing if they need it."
Staley said the charges that Fullerton is insensitive to the needs of
’amity students are inappropriate.
"It’s unfair to say anyone who
has devoted her lute to education and
raised children isn’t sympathetic."
lie said
Fullerton said last week that if
Spartan City is rebuilt, rent would he
three to lour woes the current level
4165 to cv200 per month.
Staley said a new master plan

for the South Campus site probably
won’t be done for several years, because of ongoing construction at the
main campus. He said no plan is taking priority now, though he mentioned some suggestions for the
site’s use -- parking garage, student
housing, athletic field and field
housing.
Johnson said Fullerton should
follow up on overtures that the city
of San Jose has made about helping
the university plan family -student
housing.
Apartment Li, ing Coordinator

Bob Tattershall said a committee has
been formed to address the need for
housing single
and family at
Tattershall. Brown, Charlene
Chu and Linda Kittle from the housing office and Mo Qayoumi and
Peggy Asuncion from Facilities Development and Operations make up
the committee. Members of the
Spartan City task force are also on
the committee.
"Our purpose is. if we can, to
prove there is a need for housing at
SJSU.’ he said.

Spartan Shops donates
700 Cal Bowl tickets Adoption
go on sale today only Questions to be addressed today $275,000 in surplus funds
T/CATIS, from page I
The $9 seats left for the students and faculty are all in the end
zone, even though. according to
California Bowl Ticket Manager
Audry Roberts, SJSU received
seats as far out as the 5-yard line.
Chew said the athletic department has an order of priority for allotting tickets to any football game.
The Spartan Foundation is
first, getting a crack at the $13 seats
for the Dec. 13 California Bowl,
which pits the PCAA champion
Spartans against the University of
Ohio at Miami. Those seats are not
in the end zone.
Foundation members received
a letter stating they must send in
money for tickets by Monday if
they want to attend to the game.
Chew said.
Next on the list are students
and faculty/staff.
After the Spartan Foundation.
students and faculty/staff have
bought tickets, season ticket holders. alumni association members
and the public get a chance to buy
them.
SJSU Ticket Manager Ted
Glarrow said the process doesn’t always please everyone.
"We’ve been working on this
very hard to help as many people as
we can," Glamm said. "But not
everybody can get what they want.

consequently you offend some people.
With the students. faculty and
staff getting 7(5) tickets, and the
Spartan Foundation getting about
l,((5) of the remaining 2.300 tickets, there is some question as to
who gets what’s left.
According to Chew, each
player gets two tickets, and the
coaching staff also gets an allotment.
In addition, players have the
opportunity to purchase up to six
tickets each, before they go on sale
to students. faculty and staff. Chew
said.
Chew also noted that the Spartan Marching Band gets 150 tickets.
There is another way for students and the public to get tickets.
They are still available for the
game through the California Bowl
ticket office in Fresno. however the
tickets have been on sale there
since March I.
The game was 99 percent sold
out at press time yesterday, according to Lynn Davis. assistant executive director of the California
Bowl.
For more information, call
SJSU’s ticket office at 277 -FANS
or the California Bowl ticket office
at I ’($) 224-2695.

Straight A’s are no guarantee
for admission to UCLA campus
Starting
LOS ANGELES (AP)
next fall. straight A’s and top test
scores no longer will guarantee students admission to the University of
California at Los Angeles.
’When I talk to parents about
UCLA. I say. ’Yes, it’s true. We turn

away students with 4.0 averages,’ "
UCLA Director of Admissions Rae
Lee Siporin said. "But . . . we admit
plenty of students with less than 4.0
too. Grades are not the only thing we
look at."

ADOPTION, from page I
and on young women considering alternatives to their pregancy ." Rappaport said.
Agencies licensed by the state
usually take the approach that women
want to keep their pregnancy a secret
and get rid of the child as soon as they
can, creating a negative atmosphere,
he said.
"We approach adoption with the
attitude that there’s nothing to hide,
that children don’t need to be protected
and that adoption is a courageous decision," Rappaport said.
It is a much healthier alternative.
he said.
Rappaport
said
independent
adoption gives both sides of the situation a total choice.
The woman giving up a child
meets with the people who will be
adopting her baby and the opportunity
is there to develop a relationship between all involved, he said.
Agencies, on the other hand,
usually do not allow the two sides to

meet and have all rights to records and
histories of the children. Rappaport
said.
Independent
adoption
offers
counseling to help both parties deal
with the situation and understand the
others’ emotional needs, which is rarely true of agencies, he said.
All arrangements are made
through lawyers hut without the secrecy. and the procedure does not require binding signatures until within
six months to a year. something agencies do not allow. Rappaport said.
The woman giving up the child
has more time to consider her position
and it usually ends with a firmer decision. he said.
"les d,.ne with respect. These
mothers deserve respect." Rappaport
said.
"The old system didn’t work, we
know that," Rappaport said. "We’ve
been doing this for the past eight or
nine years and it appears to he healthier for all involved."

METRO HAIR >JL
Changing
The Face
of
San lose
OPEN

plus of funds at the beginning of each
semester. mostly from textbook sales,
that dwindles as invoices and bills are
paid off.
In other action, General Manager
Ed Zant gave $5,304 to the financial
aid office for scholarships on campus.
Zant said the money was available through commissions from magazine sales at SJSU. a program started
in 1977. Spartan Shops receives a percentage of magazine subscription rates
when people order from SJSU.
John Bradbury, associate director
of financial aid student services, said
Spartan Shops donations have accounted for about $40.000 since 1977.

He said the office has awarded $36,000 in scholarships since 1982.
Bradbury said the financial aid
office has a committee that chooses 40
scholarship recipients a year, each getting $200. He said students who have
received scholarships come from many
different majors with grade point averages ranging from 3.54 to 4.0.
Zant also said Spartan Shops will
he testing a deli service in the Student
Union Cafeteria beginning Monday.
Zant said the deli will offer a variety of meats, cheeses, breads and
made-to-order sandwiches, similar to
Togo’s and Subway. Zant said bulk
meats will also he on sale.
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